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A powerful oven cleaning gel perfect for removing stubborn
stains and to keep your oven spick and span. 

Suitable also on oven glass doors, food pans and other
ceramics requiring the need to shift food residues.

• Suitable for both gas & 
electric ovens

• For removal of stubborn food
stains & residues

• Ceramics, glass, stoneware

Kit includes: 500ml oven cleaning
gel, gloves and cleaning brush. 

Oven Cleaning Kit
A powerful cleaning spray designed to be used
regularly between 'deep cleans' to keep your oven
spick and span.  
It is perfect for the quick removal of fat splatters and
drips, which can be hard to remove with normal
cleaners, but are not so 'burnt on' that they need
the extreme shifting power of Oven Mate Gel.  
Perfect for use on the oven door glass and also on
food pans, to help shift stubborn food residues.
Size: 500ml

Daily Oven Cleaner

Glass and ceramic hobs require a special cleaner
due to its high density glazed surface which hold
onto burnt foods and spills. 
This cleaner is made with food odour neutralisers
and fine molecules which tackle the dirt and grime
on contact making it easier to gently scrub away. 
It leaves a thin invisible layer which protects new
spills from clinging to the hob, leaving a beautiful
polished and like new surface with no scratches and
making repeat cleaning easier to do. 
Size: 300ml

Glass and Ceramic Hob Cleaner

These wipes have been designed to make light work
of cleaning your microwave oven. 
The unique formulation works with the power of the
microwave to clean, deodorize and disinfect. 
The antibacterial formula ensures no nasty bacteria
are left in your microwave. 
Size: 25 in a pack

Microwave Steam Clean Wipes

Oven Mate

This cleaning kit is all you need to clean your oven racks,
BBQ racks and non-coated baking trays. The unique
formulation cuts through grease and grime and burnt on
food residues, leaving the racks gleaming like new.  There
is no need to scrub, simply pour over racks in the bag and
rinse off. When used as
directed it works first time
and there is enough solution
for two cleans. 

• Suitable for oven racks

• BBQ racks

• Non-coated baking trays

Kit includes: 
500ml Just for Racks cleaning gel, two rack bags for two
cleans, arm protectors, gloves and sponge. 

Just for Racks Cleaning Kit
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The perfect brush for cleaning your oven
and gas burners. 
Ergonomic handle for easy grip makes
scrubbing and cleaning lighter work. 
Use with our Oven and House Mate
cleaning products.
• Suitable for BBQ racks
• Oven racks
• Grill racks

Gas Burner Oven Rack 
Cleaning Brush

The ultimate scourer for your oven, grill and
barbecue racks. 
The clever design allows for easy scrubbing
and cleaning multiple bars at once, helping
you save time and energy.  
The anti-scratch, woven coating removes
baked-on grime and the flat pad on the
other side removes stubborn stains. 
Pack of 2

Grill Gremlin

Specially designed for griddle pans, the ribs
on these double-sided Griddle Gremlin
sponges get right into all the little grooves for
faster, easier cleaning.
The tough black side is great for removing
burnt-on residue and the softer blue side is
perfect for all-round cleaning. Both are non-
scratch so you can scrub away without any
worries about damaging your pans. Also
suitable for panini grills.
Pack of 2.

Griddle Gremlin

The ideal product to replace and clean
cooker hoods containing extractor fans with
filters. 
Over time, hood filters get clogged up with
grease, dirt, fat and dust and these mesh
filters helps make cleaning easier. 
Clean filters means your cooker hood will
work more effectively and it is recommended
to clean them at least once every month. 
Size: 500ml

Mesh Filter Cleaner

Oven Mate
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All you need to deep clean your oven! Works
first time, cleans your oven from top to bottom.
No scrubbing required - paint on and wipe off.
Removes burnt on fat & oil, leaving ovens like
new!

Also great for wire shelves, trays, grill pans and
Pyrex. 

• Suitable for both gas & 
electric ovens

• For removal of stubborn food stains &
residues

• Ceramics, glass, stoneware

Complete Deep 
Clean Oven Kit

Our Teflon (PTFE) coated oven liner is a superior quality liner which is non-
stick and re-useable. It is extra thick and larger (500mm x 400mm) and
stronger than any other brand and will therefore last longer.  The Teflon oven
liner does not crease or wrinkle and is dishwasher safe. Suitable also as a
lining for baking sugar or chocolated coated treats or rolling pastry. 

Teflon Oven Liner

Kit includes: 500ml Oven Cleaning Gel, 500ml Just for Racks Gel, 2 x Grill
Gremlin, 2 pairs of gloves, 2 x rack bags, 2 x arm protectors and 1 x brush. 
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Oven Mate

Oven Mate tough action BBQ cleaner cuts through grease, dirt
and grime, easily removing tough baked on deposits without
scrubbing and scraping. Use regularly after each time you cook
to keep your BBQ clean and protected.

Ideal for cleaning gas or traditional BBQs, grills, trays, racks and
also conventional ovens.

Size: 400ml

BBQ Oven & Grill Cleaner
Our BBQ Grill Mats keep your grill rack clean, will cook food more evenly
and prevent the food from burning.
The mats prevent the grease and food falling through the grates and leave
perfect grill marks when cooking.
Re-usable and dishwasher safe.
Size: 330mm x 400m - 2 grill mats in a box

BBQ Grill Mats

Our Oven Mate Clean & Protect Kit has everything you
need to keep your BBQ clean, shiny, safe and protected
throughout the season.

Kit includes:
• 2x BBQ Grill Mats keep your racks cleaner and will

cook food more evenly.

• BBQ Oven & Grill Cleaner after every time you cook to
keep it clean and regularly maintained. This can be
used even on a warm BBQ.

• Grill Gremlin sponges are the power of all scourers and
are shaped for the BBQ racks. They can be used
anytime before or after cooking.

• BBQ Annual Deep Cleaner is for use at the end of each
year for both the BBQ and the racks. There is enough
solution for two seasons.

• Also included are two rack bags, two pairs of
protective gloves and two pairs of arm protectors to
use for your two annual deep cleans plus a brush &
steel scraper for those stubborn areas of build up.

BBQ Clean and Protect Kit
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The perfect way to clean and descale your
showerheads! Our specially formulated, thick gel
works in seconds, achieving a deep clean with
minimal scrubbing, even on stubborn areas. 
Simply place your showerhead in one of the bags
provided and add the gel. 
Cleans approx 4 shower heads with one bottle.
Also ideal for kettles, coffee machines and steam
irons.

Kit includes: 500ml cleaning gel, gloves, two bags
and cleaning brush. 

Shower Head Descaler Kit

Our Sink & Drain Unblocker Kit contains two pairs of
disposable gloves and 500ml of concentrated thick
gel formula that reacts with the water to easily cut
through hair, soap scum, grease, fat and food build-
ups easily. Perfect for sinks, drains and safe to use
on plastic pipes.

Size: 500ml

Sink & Drain Unblocker

This multi-use fast acting proven formulation removes
hard water stains and scale build up from most
kitchen and bathroom surfaces. The kit contains
500ml of the solution that has a directional nozzle for
easy application and two pairs of gloves.

Size: 500ml 

Kitchen & Bathroom Descaler

'The original and the best' - is a wood reviver, suitable
for use on all natural finished woods.  
Liquid Gold acts like a moisturiser for wood, bringing
out the beauty of the natural grain, giving wood a
beautiful lustre.  Liquid Gold will reduce the
appearance of light scuffs and scratches, and it
protects against warping, cracking and fading.

Size: 250ml

Liquid Gold

The foaming glass cleaner is easy to use with it's
brilliant foam texture and grip, there's no more
dripping solution running down the window panes. 
Simply wipe away - polishes and cleans to a non-
streaky, smear-free finish.

Size: 400ml

Foaming Mirror & Glass Cleaner

A powerful cleaner which lifts dirt and grime, leaving
behind a brilliant, smear-free shine.  
An invisible, protective layer resists fingermarks, and
helps prevent dirt adhering, making the polished
surface easier to clean next time.  
Suitable for all your stainless steel appliances,
including hobs, oven doors, extractors and any
stainless steel.

Size: 400ml

Stainless Steel Cleaner & Polisher
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House Mate
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